“Psychological Torture and Ill-Treatment”

Questionnaire:

TO: Email sr-torture@ohchr.org

1. Concepts, definitions and constitutive elements
   a) What type of conduct (including acts and/or omissions) should the notion of “psychological torture/CIDTP” be understood to comprise?

The notion of psychological torture would be an imposition of thoughts or states of mind which are not natural to the person that cause a stress response or disrupt the stasis of their thoughts. The thought comes to mind as to whether torture requires a conscious mind to be torturer, since mind control experiments have been done using unconsciousness as a tool of torture. Distressing the mind can be easily accomplished because humans are sensitive and highly developed creatures. It is diabolical to take advantage of human vulnerabilities of stress of the mind to torture a person. It is unthinkable to any person with a developed conscience. Therefore, the defect is within the torturer. There must be a torturer with low moral standards, with a motive, even if mercenary or pleasure and a vulnerable victim who can be rendered helpless by consideration of events and concepts which would change the balanced continuity of their natural existence, even if the threatened events are not carried out in reality.

ANSWER 1: NEW TOUCHLESS TORTURE/DIRECTED ENERGY INJURY DEFINITION. The discussion I will bring is not the usual torture used to extort or punish in the usual sense with blows of the fist or weapons like knives or guns for the purpose of extorting information or punishing a prisoner. There is a new kind of torture with new technology using the light spectrum, sound waves, and atomic particles to do anything from harassing to destroying a target. These can be administered directionally, in a field of energy, wave packets, and remotely via relay devices (including satellites). Remote administration of torture allows for a whole new world of sophisticated torture to take place, so the “type of conduct” requires a new definition. So does the new kind of stalking which is involved in the delivery of directed energy. Some directed energy may be delivered from installations but some devices are carried by real human stalkers. I have documented many stalkers carrying backpacks and phones used to locate and strike their torture victims.

“Type of conduct” could include the implantation of devices in the brain to affect a person’s mental activities, motivations, moods, and therefore their brain states. This is a most complex topic which includes a history of mind control torture using drugs, hypnosis and implants. There is a new healthcare method called a Wireless Body Area Network which is being covertly
implanted in thousands of people in the US and other countries. We receive emails from all over the world from people who are being tortured, mentally and physically by remote manipulation of their minds and bodies. The remote control via internet, Bluetooth and Zigbee of the human mind sends the subject into a whole new realm. A person sitting at a console is the torturer, pushing buttons to create heat, vibration, burning and explosions of pain in their victim. The victim experiences the torture and the fear and expectation of further torture occurs. The timing, intensity, repetition and destructiveness is totally in the hands of the torturer who may not know who their victim is and is not involved in selecting the victim. Their job includes use of automated electronics and the torture system may include automation of the procedures to some extent. Due to the movement of the victim who is free to move about, tracking, repositioning, recalculating and boots on the ground may be involved in striking the victim in free environments. Thus the real human stalkers following a person using a phone to connect implants would be the conduct involved in delivering the torture.

The entire process of purposing implants, invention of each device, manufacturer, sales and covert implantation, calibrating, programming, tracking, stimulating the implants continuously or intermittently would be involved in the “type of conduct” involved in torturing victims with remote operation of implants.

The “type of conduct” would also include the hired stalkers who place themselves purposely in a “front and center” position to let a victim know they are being tracked and tortured. The victim can’t accuse their torturer of operating their implants, thus the presence of a real person is part of the psychological effect. To prove their torture, the victim would have to grab their phones, prove their stalker was using an app to connect their implants to the cell tower. How do you prove the implant has been activated when only the victim feels the pain? Creating a scene, accusing a person “just using a phone,” getting accused of harassment, presence of law enforcement at the scene, accusations of being crazy are all part of the torture on a victim being tracked by a stalker. It creates trauma and a helpless in the victim, seeing their torturer but being unable to do anything to stop it. This happens every time a person leaves their home for errands, they are followed, they have stalkers pointing phones at them.

This remote torture is accomplished in (1) Homes via occupant location systems, (2) public buildings and venues using transponders installed in the infrastructure of buildings, lights, and hidden structures. This type of torture removes the torturer from the victim and is very hard to prove. You see the difficulty in defining the role of multiple torturers who would be involved in the type of conduct of torture on a person implanted with 200 implants. The torture continues all day every day, everywhere they go, so the “type of conduct” is continuous remote tracking, harassment, interference, directing energy onto the victim and stimulation of implants. This type of torture is conducted by a conglomeration of government agencies and contractors.

**ANSWER 2: DENIAL OF TORTURE** – The type of conduct is to traumatize the victim further by denying their torture experience is real. Invisible energy is very easy to deny. It could be to deny that a person is (1) being followed or surveilled, (2) feeling pain from implants (3) being struck with directed energy. When the torture is reported to authorities, the victim is further tortured by having their pain attributed to psychiatric illness. This adds to the trauma, psychological pain and position of helplessness.
Many types of experiences are being blamed on delusion, psychosis, schizophrenia. The victim is medically kidnapped, given a psychiatric label, made to take psychiatric medication or put in a psychiatric institution for an “evaluation” which is just a psychiatrist with a pre-planned agenda who goes before a secret panel in a secret room for a secret trial and places the person in a hospital temporarily or indefinitely.

This could involve denial that a victim has been attacked by for example, Morgellons, an entomological weapon (another type of conduct – delivery of biological torture). Morgellons sometimes kills the victim outright but most are just tortured with constant itching and long lasting sores. Denying that an illness even exists is a psychological maneuver meant to deny a person the experience of their torture. Denial that the biological weapon exists is to prolong the exposure, increase the infection, delay treatment and intensify the suffering. I studied specimen from about 50 persons and the subjects of synthetic biology over a period of about 5 years. I learned that Morgellons is delivered in small packets to a person’s environment, clothing, bedding or injected directly into their bodies. It can include parasitic arthropods (flies, collembolan), spiders, or worms, all genetically altered to set up colonies of animals in the skin or an organ, which are very hard to treat. The animals are so small, it is claimed, that since you can’t see them, they don’t exist. All that is needed is a microscope and knowledge of genetic manipulation and the possibilities that exist on how animals can be altered. They can be engineered to (1) live in an environment they would not normally life in including human skin and organs, (2) produce only female offspring, (3) to be pregnant at birth, (4) reverse life stages or (5) produce synthetic products such as harmful proteins. Long lasting sores produce unnatural objects of man-made origin, including synthetic biological structures, crystals, hexagons, fibers, robots and holograms. Part of the torture is to not know what illness you have -- its new, no one will treat it, you are accused of causing the sores yourself, the victim has delusional parasitosis, i.e., its all in the mind, being made to take psychiatric medications, being put in psychiatric institutions, being labelled with a psychiatric illness for the rest of your life, when this is a very real condition. This has a profound psychological effect on the victim, knowing that this was delivered to them to torture and punish them. The condition can go untreated indefinitely because of the abuse of doctors and law enforcement.

**Answer 3:** MEDICAL EXPERIMENTATION. Type of Conduct would be placing a human in a non-human category in order to characterize them as an entity with no right to decide for themselves whether they want their body and mind experimented on. The persons placed in the Targeted program (TI’s) are very aware that they are being used for trials of new inventions of energy weapons, remote body and mind manipulation, chemical testing, medical testing, and behavioural modification testing. They are monitored by multiple universities. The awareness itself is psychological torture because of the injustice of being place in the program, being constantly surveilled, privacy violations, having medical devices being placed in them to be tested for clinical trials, the devices decomposing inside them, drugs being dispensed into them, receiving covert injections of medications. Their phones are hooked up to them and they can read the constant display of information being collected from their bodies.

**Answer 4:** NEW STALKING DEFINITION REQUIRED. A type of conduct has to include gang stalking. A study on gang stalking was done recently and it was found that only 6 out of 1,000 people who claimed to have been stalked were “really” stalked. This is because of the wrong
definition of stalking is being used to define the event which nullifies the study. The new stalking contains a psychological component of harassment by unseen persons who perform invasive, covert tricks or actual harm to the victim or their property. This is a daily, continuous barrage of events of sabotage and psychological thought grabbing and time intensive harm that can consume a normal person’s mind on a continual basis, knowing the events will happen again and again, a continual fearful expectation of not knowing what is going to go wrong next. Some stalking events are relatively harmless but the overwhelming number of events also causes psychological harm and makes them somewhat unbelievable. Explaining the events and the fear to family or authorities brings negative attitudes and abuse by unbelievers which causes more trauma and harm because of no one believing the events happened. For instance, a woman locks the doors and night and goes to bed. She places her glasses in her purse on the floor beside the bed. In the morning, she reaches for her glasses and finds the lenses missing. She looks under the bed, and she finds one but not the second one. She gets ready for work and determines that she will have to drive to work with one lens in her glasses. She opens the back door to go out and outside the back door on the step is the other lens. That is a psychological trip. It means, someone violated her private castle, entered her locked door, came through her home, got in her purse, took the lenses out of her glasses and placed one under the bed and left the other on the step as they locked the door and left the home.

Some stalking may be as harmless as rearranging possessions, but the same stalkers re-enter the home during the day and stomp in the bathtub until they crack, steak the TV and radios, and break the surveillance cameras. They create a hole in the roof so they can come in and they create a little home in the attic for themselves. They take the woman’s car for a drive at night and she gets a notice from the county that her car has passed through several toll booths and no tolls were paid. The woman gets sick at work and can’t breathe. This happens several times and then wakes up early one night and finds a person spraying something from an aerosol can in the dryer vent. She has to get medical care for suffocation and infection in the chest. The next day all the rain gutters have been pulled from the home. Then she finds nails scattered all around her driveway. There are screws left around the home that don’t belong anywhere. Clothing is found cut up. Personal items like phones, books, and movies go missing. There seems to be persons continually in the home day and night, even sleeping in the bed during the day and walking on the roof at night. Security cameras catch little but someone dressed in camouflage gear stealing cameras or parking in the driveway to observe the home. Then she finds that she is being accused of crimes she did not commit. Her car is sabotaged again and again and work paid for is not performed. She loses her job, then she finds she is feeling heat and movement in the air and she determines is being microwaved. She has to move from the home. She moves and the events happen again at the new home. So all the small events add up to upheaval of a person’s entire life. She is powerless to stop these events. The events have the purpose of creating continual terror. This is severe and leaves a lot of persons with no means of survival, loss of home, job, possessions, transportation, healthcare.

b) What determines the “psychological” character of torture/CIDTP?
   i. infliction of mental or emotional pain or suffering;

ANSWER 5: Characterization of psychological effect of torture. The characterization of mental or emotional pain can be anger, fear, intimidation, feeling of being violated, fear of the next attack, loss of privacy, loss of autonomy, need to tell others, to have them understand and help
you, have them reject you, not believe you, more trauma, feeling of always being in a dilemma, not able to find a source of the torture, unable to enlist authorities to help you, loss of liberty because someone locks you up, violently arrests you for a mental health exam, total and overwhelming loss and helplessness.

Directed energy may be physical in nature but the characteristics of a psychological changes in the victim may be affected by the severity of the physical harm. Mental abilities may be diminished so the ability to arrange thoughts and feelings and determine outcomes are changed. The attacks can occur by using a set up such as can be found at mikrowellenterror.de. There is a generator in a hatchback, a dish in a home and another device in another car, all beaming energy onto a sleeper in a home. A constant field of microwave energy can produce changes in the chemistry of the human body. It can drain the body of minerals which can cause diabetes, loss of potassium, shutting down the brain. The purpose of the attack would be to disable the victim physically and mentally. A person may not know they are being attacked for a long time – or until they are completely disabled. The severity of the attack would probably determine how long before they discover the real cause of the changes in their brains and how they are being changed. They might ascribe their symptoms to other things. However, when they discover they are being microwaved, the psychological effects could range from irritation to need for revenge, depending on the severity of the physical damage. The victim would be aware that someone unknown means to do them harm and they would start living their life under the threat of harm. Someone has placed devices in their home to harm them. The threat of harm is very real and all around them.

Once a victim starts to be harmed with directed energy, the attacks usually continue and they are microwaved in their vehicle, in public places, no matter where they go. The victim becomes psychologically aware that they are being continuously watched and followed so the connection of directed energy can be uninterrupted. The connection between the source of the energy beams has to be reconnected if the victim goes out of range. Some are killed with this method while in their homes or when they seek medical help, like Dr. Lena Rauni-Kilde. She published a stalker’s handbook and all the methods they use to harm the victim is in chapter 18 of her book White Light on Dark Shadows, although it does not include DE, the activities listed are being used along with the use of directed energy on Targets, increasing the psychological effects of using stalking alone. The Target becomes hyper-vigilant and hype-aware of being tortured and the subject becomes the only activity allowed in their conscious life.

Since the DE attacks proceed continuously perhaps to implantation, the psychological harm continues. It interrupts every life activity, every thought. I am being struck right now using the two implants beneath my shoulder blades. The implants can be used to produce vibration when the arms are moved or they can produce a deep nasty burning pain across the back. It is disrupting my thoughts as I type. I type a word, think about the pain, think about how to make it stop, type some more, then think about the severity of the pain, then type some more. It goes on every day, some type of pain, interrupting activities and thoughts, reminding me that someone wants to keep me in pain and has no regard for my safety or comfort. My torturers are anonymous and unknown to me, although generally, my thoughts are that the government entities are responsible. Thoughts can be consume with repeatedly thinking of who is doing this to you, how they are doing this, what electronic equipment is being used, what are they going to do next, when am I going to get the next implant, how could anyone do this to me.
ii. absence of physical pain or suffering;

**ANSWER 6:** The absence of physical pain. Pain is the objective in directed energy attacks. Mental psychological pain and suffering does occur due to the constant activities of stalking, break-ins, thefts, night visits by unseen visitors, loss of income, sabotage which don’t actually involve touching the person. However, all these things taken together might cause symptoms of physical stress. The purely psychological suffering would be almost absent because of the stress response. However, the activities that cause psychological suffering can be separated in concept from the attacks of DE and stalking that cause only physical suffering. If you are walking, and a person in a backwards cap, a backpack and phone steps in your way, making themselves onerous and conspicuous, points a phone at you, that in itself can be terrifying. Why? Because you know you have implants and they are about to be activated or that your position is being tracked and recorded on some computer somewhere, although you are committing no crime, just buying groceries for your family or taking a walk for exercise. This person is your enemy, your silent enemy who pretends you don’t exist. That has another psychological effect. Your stalker removes you from the scene. They don’t acknowledge your presence, You have no effect on them. They don’t recognize your presence by removing facial expression, averting the eyes and concentrating on their phone alone. I’m not sure that this is a full explanation of the psychological effect of a phone stalker and the lack of recognition that their Target is even present in this world. This has a profound and purposeful psychological effect.

iii. targeting specifically of the mind and the emotions through the infliction of any type of pain or suffering;

**ANSWER 7:** The characteristics of torturing the mind with frequencies, controlling the moods alters the ability of the victim to proceed with their lives. The pain literally stops a person’s activities and you have to look for a way to stop the pain. Frequencies can control almost every function of a human – mood, sleep patterns, hormone function, bowel function, heart, lung, kidney. The experience of having someone else control your bladder and bowels certainly has a profound psychological effect. Mind control is the goal. Behavioral changes are the goal – stopping political activities, expressing opposing opinions to the government. There is even a drug that is supposed to able to change a person’s religious beliefs by altering a section of brain tissue. Drugs are administered to targets with regular and continuous covert injections in their sleep. I have pictures of injection sites of my own. If a frequency can control the mind, it can control the entire being, making an electronic slave. That is the purpose of electronic mind control, however, no matter what the method is – drugs, frequencies, implants, presence of stalkers to create fear and anger and intimidation, there is always a psychological component as a goal in itself separate from the physical sensations.

iv. other criteria (please explain)

**ANSWER 8:** Loss or change of identity is a psychological component of torture. When a person loses their autonomy but they are still free to roam around, but they are not free to be themselves, there occurs a change of identity. They are being physically and psychologically changed. They are no longer the free person, with secret thoughts and places
to be themselves. I have written a page about loss or change of identity of victims of DE and stalking on my website CitizensAHT.org. It changes your idea of who you are and what you think others think of you. This is very important when you think of what a human is to themselves and what place they have in society. They lose their place in society. Society becomes hostile. Their families and friends become hostile. The severity of a change of identity is torturous. You used to be an entirely different person and do entirely different things with your time and resources. Pain is so constant and loss is so profound, life is completely upside down. Changing identity is a very important subject to Targets.

2. Permanence and Continuity. Events repeatedly occur that are identical. 3. Sameness is important because one categorizes events based on comparison of certain characteristics. When one reads news stories or watch videos, strangers describe events that are the same as yours. It happened to you first. You compare your experiences to others. You recognize that others are having the same or similar experiences. Targets can be found at random all over America and the world, people who never knew each other and independently have the same or similar events happen to them. 4. Compare and Categorize. Humans compare and categorize information in order to decide how to interact with other people. People identify themselves with others in a cluster of permanent categories, conceptually and by similar experiences. 5. Identifying Individually. While identifying with the group as a Targets, a person has also a unique sense of being alone as a Target. This identity evolves as they are stalked and hit with microwaves and other weapons on an individual plan. Each TI has similar events, but each has a tailored schedule made just for them as an individual. These events change your feelings about who you are enough to change your life-long habits. If you get followed every time you go out you might stop going out. If you eat out often, and you get poisoned a few times, you might stop eating out. 6. Reactions. Humans react to torture and continuous surveillance of their private world. If the object of making a person a target is to change their behavior, it certainly does that, but not for the better and not for the good of the person's health, enjoyment of life or length of life. Its more like a punishment for being who they were. Exhibiting the same reactions to torture as the group also cements your identify with the group. 7. Reaching Out. There is a commonality of human reactions in that they want their injustices redressed. Targets are assaulted and they immediately reach out for someone to listen to their story and help them get justice for their losses and their pain. Some take this further and reach out to others to support them. 8. Loss of Future Self. Targets have a changed sense of self in relation to the abuse they receive. The permanence of the assaults they receive makes them lose a sense of themselves in the present and the future. They no longer have the life they had and there is no life when you are overwhelmed with someone listening, watching and following you. You have no private life and therefore cannot plan ahead. All plans will be discovered and sabotaged. There can be no human development where all processes have stopped. There will be no latter self because life has been interrupted. 9. Reconstruction of Self. The new person
The new person seeks rebuilding through association with others who have the same losses. The social structure among Targets reconstructs their sense of self. 10. Identify Illegally Attributed to the Individual by Government and Technology. Governments are kidnapping Targets and labeling them as psychotic, schizophrenic or delusional to remove them from society, making it impossible to be perceived by others as mentally healthy. This affects jobs, insurance and the way a person feels about themselves, knowing they have a label and that is was given to them illegally, and they were hospitalized against their will. These labels may come into play in the future when boxes are ticked off in a decision to withhold food and water in order to let the elderly die. As various NWO strategies and technologies come into play, a Target is assigned an identity which has nothing to do with the real person -- in electronic databases, social media and reporting agencies that can be devastating to a person's evaluation of themselves and the way they think others see them.

c) What, if any, is the purpose or added value of distinguishing between “psychological” vs. “physical” torture/CIDTP?

ANSWER 9: The components of mental and physical pain are so intertwined in torture, they are very difficult to distinguish because psychological pain results from physical pain and even purely psychological pain results in physical stress, however, psychological pain can be calculated, planned and strategized, and it can be even if only conceptually detached, therefore, it is very important to analyse it alone. Strategizing psychological pain is an entirely scientific study on its own. It is obvious that the strategists who have planned and organized the very complex for Targeted persons have sophisticatedly identified general and specific ways to terrorize each individual, tailoring their experience to maximize the terror experience. An example of pure mental torture on a Target would be (1) realizing they are experiencing torture completely alone, from another viewpoint, there is no torture because it cannot be seen or felt by another human. This is an important strategy in denying that it occurred or identifying a perpetrator. (2) A tortured person immediately naturally wants to enlist help or describe their torture to another person – to rectify the injustice. Targets are met with threats of arrests, punishment for making reports, alienation from family and friends. (3) This type of torture has never happened before in the history of the world and people don’t know the technology behind the magic of torture with microwave. Denial is so very easy and even the victim is ignorant of the facts and science being their being struck with waves of energy, whether they are light or sound. The profoundly stultifying results are complex and confusing – a total mind muddle. (4) The mind must make some kind of sense and place these experiences in an organizational place in their consciousness so the Targt can go on, the experience itself, the resulting abuse, the aloneness, the hand tying. The victim becomes restrained, activities muted, confined in space and fearful, knowing it will happen again – which are profound results of psychological torture.

d) Please describe various ways, if any, in which “psychological” vs. “physical” aspects of torture/CIDTP interact in practice and provide illustrative examples.

ANSWER 10. The first example of the marriage of physical and psychological aspects of torture I thought of was the overtaking of a person and implanting them with 200 electronic devices
to monitor their mental and biological functions. The mental torture experience would go something like this:

1. I have been implanted with a Body Area Network.
2. Pain is being caused by implanted devices and stimulated by some means I cannot prove the origin.
3. I have never been in a hospital or had any medical procedures so it must have been done while I was sleeping in my vehicle while I was traveling or while in a motel or while I was visiting a friend. Those are the only logical options.
4. Someone conspired to render me unconscious. They made me sleep, either by frequencies or drugs or have erased my memory. I do not have any recollection of this event.
5. I only know that one day, I had experiences that never happened before in 60 years of life. They are not normal, they have to be produced by some type of technology.
6. Persons unknown have undressed me and handled private areas of my person.
7. Persons unknown have placed needles or other implantation devices into the flesh of my body and brain. I have proved to myself that these devices exist with scientific medical testing by MRI and X-ray.
8. Persons unknown are using technology to continuously monitor my bodily functions. I have a high pitched electronic sound in my left ear which means I am implanted with a radio device which is always emitting a radio frequency.
9. I have performed tests comparing announcing my plans to leave my home to go on an errand compared to only thinking of the errand. A stalker appears irregardless.
10. I have multiple tracking devices on my vehicle so my person is tracked by the tracking devices in my body and my vehicle. If I park at a multiple store shopping center, a stalker shows up in the particular shop where I am. Deduction which is mentally disturbing: My tracking device is in my head or foot and my person is being tracked like an animal. I am humiliated, I am eclipsed, I feel bad, I can’t get away, I can’t have a private moment. This continues day to day, year to year. It is terrorizing, debilitating, life changing and a violation of everything it is to be an independent human being.

e) How can legitimate methods of non-coercive interviewing, including investigative use of psychology be best distinguished from psychological torture/CIDTP?

**ANSWER 11.** The tone and purpose of the investigation would be important. A series of questions can be constructed to seek a particular result. If the result would lead to something untruthful or deductions could be made by using only a line of questioning whose answers used alone or out of context would mean something different than the meaning a truthful line of questioning would result in, then it might be construed as torture. Unreasonable deductions and conclusions can be made with tricky questions, or a serious of questions asked in a particular order or without explanation or with omissions of fact.

2. Prevalence and State practice
   a) Please provide examples for the development, trends and prevalence of psychological torture/CIDTP in specific contexts or jurisdictions.

**ANSWER 12.** Even though this problem has been brought to the authorities, it continues. Law doesn’t matter to torturers and as long as there are no laws to define and control directed
energy as a weapon on citizens, it will go on. Law enforcement and doctors are involved in medical kidnapping to the event of relieving people, not just the elderly of their assets. This torturous process is being played out all over the US. People are being labelled mentally deficient in order to seize their property and then end their lives. This is proof. I wrote this for another purpose but will include it here for your consideration.

“You will find that the State of Florida is overstepping its authority and taking the civil rights of its citizens by medically kidnapping people and stealing their assets. I work for a company who represents people who are being abused by doctors and police and I advocate for them before authorities. False psychiatric diagnosis for the purpose of humiliating political rivals and seizing assets is reprehensible activity carried out by persons who have betrayed their oaths as physicians. They agree to the abuse, false psychiatric diagnosis, killing of patients, and theft of their property.

An unwanted new order of society is trying to take hold in our country, one where the government controls doctors and manipulates them to treat some people differently based on their political goals. This is not medical care. This is what the Nazi’s did in Germany. Instead of treating the elderly, malformed, mentally ill and handicapped with dignity, they used unscrupulous doctors and nurses to eliminate them from the earth. This is happening again, only, they have new weapons now. The picture to the left is a hand-held torture weapon found by one of our clients. It was dropped in her driveway by a person using it on her. You can see the microwave horn to the left. This is one of the new weapons being used.

One of our clients is this woman who had 4 implants placed in her abdomen, as well as quite a few others, as the professional scan to the right shows.

Subsequently, one day as she was laying on her back in her easy chair, she was burned by a source of directed energy above her. Microwave goes through building materials. Then she yelled at the persons on the floor above her who continued to burn her another day. This is a case of a perpetrator antagonizing their subject and then using their natural reaction as an excuse to accuse them of an offense. 6 policemen burst in her apartment while she was showering and handcuffed her without clothing and Baker Acted her. This is a case of illegal implantation, assault with a deadly weapon, and medical kidnapping. She was a nurse caring for an elderly woman named Fern Sherman (obituary is online), who they also removed from the apartment. Fern had no life threatening illnesses but died mysteriously a month later. These two women never returned home. Ferns assets were confiscated. These two people would be alive and healthy right now if they had not been interfered with by criminals in health and law enforcement involved in reprisals for whistleblowing. The nurse has recurring episodes of mental anguish from this experience. I am very familiar with where a false mental health diagnosis can lead.
This is a picture of another woman chosen for burning as a result of whistleblowing. She had taken pictures of some form of beamed energy coming down into her garden before, but this day, it came down on her. It formed a halo around her head which she thought was “cool” and took a picture. Then she realized she had a 10” round burn on her back which spread to her whole back. She was medically kidnapped and given a false mental health diagnosis. People are being targeted for reprisals in many ways, but you should be concerned about the position of women. Get the whole picture and don’t compromise your morals, or if you don’t have any, get some. All these targets who have been burned have also been illegally medically kidnapped and given false psychiatric labels to discount up their testimony. Doctors like you who are willing to lie for a living are involved in these processes.

We also have had 8 persons known to mysteriously die this year. They are being killed and then their deaths are being made to look as if they died of natural causes. Susan Watkins was suing the people who were targeting her with a mental health diagnosis and she was on a board of a non-profit as legal advisor. She was found hung in her closet. All her friends know she would never kill herself. Susan Watkins is remembered for her bravery in her fight for justice.

Another woman has been implanted with the Body Area Network (phones/satellite), not for medical reasons, but for the purpose of torture and remotely controlling her body. Her face, arms, hands, legs and feet can be controlled remotely like a robot. She may have the same sensors placed in her body that are used in robots. She is tortured endlessly. She has been antagonized and when she complained and reported her torture to the authorities she was kidnapped and given a false mental health diagnosis. She is harassed by her neighbors and threatened with losing her home. There are many stories that would not be occurring if it weren’t for new advanced technology most of which the world does not know of yet. I am a researcher and am immersed in literature, white papers, books and conferences which explain the unexplained things we are witnessing. Its not magic, its not delusion, its not schizophrenia, its not psychosis, it is science being used to hurt people. People are being poisoned with gases sprayed in their home, smeared on the surfaces in their cars and on their possessions and in their food.
Tampa Bay ABC Investigation Uncovers Medical Kidnapping of Seniors Throughout Florida with State Guardianships

Comments by Brian Shilhavy
Editor, Health Impact News


The state of Florida, home to many seniors who have retired in that state, has had numerous investigations this year by local media outlets in the state’s guardianship program that takes away the civil rights of senior adult patients, allowing them to seize their estates, and in at least one high-profile case, even issue a “do not resuscitate” order without involving the patient’s family. See:

Adult Medical Kidnapping: Euthanizing America’s Seniors – Orlando Medical Guardian Resigns After Getting Caught, but How Many More Are There?


Now one local media outlet out of Tampa Bay, ABC Action News WFTS, has conducted a three-month investigation that uncovered numerous examples of hospitals in Orlando, Miami, West Palm Beach, Naples and other Florida cities paying private attorneys to file hundreds of court petitions to put patients into guardianship.

They report: Hospitals across the Florida are paying lawyers to go to court to take away patients’ rights, a three-month I-Team investigation uncovered. An I-Team review of state court records found:

- Tampa Bay area hospitals, including those owned by Baycare, AdventHealth and HCA, went to court to put more than 100 patients into guardianship since 2017 alone.
- Tampa General Hospital filed five nearly identical court documents seeking guardianship for patients, describing each as having “disorganized thinking and poor cognition.” A hospital spokeswoman said TGH spent $28,000 on guardianship cases so far in just 2019.
- An attorney for Florida Hospital Altamonte requested guardianship for a patient because her “Kia Soul that was almost paid off… may be repossessed.”

Tampa guardianship attorney Gerald Hemness questions Florida’s use of taking over guardianship so frequently.

“Certainly, missing a payment on a car doesn’t seem like it would be a financial emergency,” said Hemness. Guardianship is supposed to protect people who have been declared incapacitated and are considered in immediate danger – something that doesn’t often fit the bill for people in the hospital, according to Hemness.

“How – if they’re in a hospital – is their physical well-being at imminent risk? They’re in the safest medical place a person in America can be,” said Hemness.

The Tampa ABC News I-Team interviewed Jay Wolfson, a medical ethicist at University of South Florida, who said that money can be a factor in the decision to take patients to court in order to gain guardianship over them.

“It’s costing the hospital too much to keep the patient in that bed,” said Wolfson.

The I-Team found Regional Medical Center Bayonet Point – an HCA-owned hospital where a semi-private room costs $2,100 a day – requested guardianship for a patient on Social Security, stating in court papers, “The hospital is at risk of being over capacity and the ward’s use of a bed may deprive others.”
None of the hospitals contacted by the I-Team would say why they pay lawyers to go to court instead of letting state social workers at the Department of Children and Families handle the cases of patients potentially in need of a court-appointed guardian.

For those in the guardianship system, a judge hands complete control of their lives to court-appointed guardians. Those under the care of guardians also lose most of their rights, including the right to vote, drive, marry, make medical decisions, determine where to live and decide which friends and family members are allowed to visit.

**State Appointed Guardians: Power to Make Life and Death Decisions**

AdventHealth is one Florida hospital that paid about $4 million to a guardian named Rebecca Fierle who is currently under criminal investigation for causing the death of a man that was appointed to her care as a guardian.

According to the ABC I-Team investigation:

Invoices show AdventHealth paid Fierle the $4 million to serve as the guardian for 682 patients at its Orlando hospital – part of a secret arrangement hidden from the courts.

A court investigation report shows Fierle never disclosed to the judge she was being paid by the hospital – a violation of state statute, which bars guardians from receiving financial benefits other than those approved by the court.

On Aug. 5, 2018, a judge approved placing Steven Stryker under Fierle’s care in a hearing that allegedly lasted less than three minutes.

The I-Team obtained the official audio recording of the court proceedings. Laughter can be heard on the recording after the judge decides to push up the hearing date by three weeks and decide the case that day.

Stryker spent two months in the hospital prior to the hearing. After Fierle was appointed his guardian, she moved him from the hospital to multiple assisted living facilities, which investigators reported did not meet his medical needs.

Stryker died in May after Fierle had his feeding tube removed and ordered a “Do Not Resuscitate” order without permission.

Listen to the recording below, or at the ABC Action News WFTS website.

**1.3 Million Adults Medically Kidnapped and $50 Billion of Their Assets Seized**

Last year (2018) The Philadelphia Inquirer reported on a court-appointed guardian of seniors who had a previous conviction for fraud and bad checks, and was removed from her role as guardian by a judge due to her alleged theft of senior assets.

Their investigation revealed that nationwide, government guardians oversee an estimated 1.3 million adults and $50 billion of their assets.

That means that it is far more likely for a senior to be medically kidnapped in the United States today, than it is for a child to be medically kidnapped, as the total number of children in foster care today is around 450,000.

In most cases, all it takes for the state to take over guardianship of a senior is the testimony of a psychiatrist stating that they are incapable of making decisions.”

b) Please provide examples for the use of psychological torture/CIDTP specifically for the purposes of “obtaining information”, “coercion”, “intimidation”, and “punishment”, or “for reasons of discrimination of any kind”.

**ANSWER 13.** This example would include the Florida experience of a young attorney who worked for the sheriff’s department. She felt she was discriminated against because she was black. She was targeted by the Sheriff, implanted, and when she complained she was being struck with directed energy in the court room and she was being hampered in her practice by the electronic harassment, she was declared mentally incompetent and not allowed to represent her clients before the court. She was run out of her attorney profession and disbarred. I put her story in my newsletter but I don’t remember which one. I cannot find her in any state to interview her now.
c) Please provide any examples of State practice promoting, permitting, narrowly defining or interpreting, or effectively prohibiting and preventing, the use of psychological torture/CIDTP.

d) Please identify any international, regional and national law or case-law relevant to psychological torture/CIDTP.

3. Consequences and challenges
   a) Please identify specific challenges arising from the use of psychological torture/CIDTP for effective prohibition, criminalization, prevention, investigation, prosecution, redress, and rehabilitation.

   **ANSWER 14:** Every aspect of torture with directed energy is against the Targets. They can’t even identify or locate their torturers. They are criminalized if they resist. There is no prevention for this kind of torture. There seems to be no answers, no justice, and no end. No one investigates, no one prosecutes, there is no redress, even in the FISA courts which have been declared illegal. There is no rehabilitation except for the support and communication with other Targets during conference calls, spiritual prayers, online support. Targets must now support each other, that’s all there is.

   b) Please provide or refer to any relevant reports, case studies or literature relating to the mental, emotional, physical and/or social consequences of psychological torture/CIDTP, including on the medical state of health, on the medical, legal or procedural capacity of victims to participate in legal proceedings (e.g. problems relating to disclosure; statute of limitations; personal memory; reliability of evidence), and on their prospect of redress and rehabilitation.

   **ANSWER 15:** There exists no redress for crimes you cannot prove. Most Targeted persons in the Directed Energy program and stalking programs face an unknown torturers, unknown or unproveable technology, hostile law enforcement also involved in the crimes. They are not able to get anyone to believe their torture or help them with it. Lawyers are threatened and doctors who help them lose them licenses or are attacked also. There is no help or justice.

   c) Please provide your views as to how the “Manual on the Effective Investigation and Documentation of Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment” (‘Istanbul Protocol’) can be utilised vis-à-vis psychological torture/CIDTP?

   **ANSWER 16:** This means nothing to our torturers. It means nothing and cannot be enforced on the US government, its agencies or contractors. The constitution has been abolished. The Neocon philosophies are in full swing. They are trying to bring about the New World Order and its agendas, bankrupting the states who are building arenas and railroads they cannot afford. They are torturing people to death in the states (like California) where they are using directed energy from the sky to burn only particular structures and homes. They heat up the building and it burns from the inside. The people are burned to death in their beds or in their cars trying to escape. Tow truck drivers who went to Paradise, CA to remove all the burned vehicles from
the roadways after the town was burned, found bodies in the cars. These people were tortured
to death by fire. This is happening all over California. The fires are not natural. People are
mentally tortured by losing their homes, their possessions, their animals, and their livelihoods.
This is one of the silent wars using lasers from the sky. I put the pictures of the rocket launch
that started the blast that burned Paradise CA in my newsletter at the time. It disturbs the
minds of anyone who contemplates the deliberate murder of so many people.

4. Best practice and recommendations

Considering the particular characteristics of the contexts in which patterns of psychological
torture/CIDTP are prevalent, please identify any best practice or recommendation with a
view to preventing and redressing such abuse. Please respond with a particular focus on:

a) overcoming existing biases, hierarchies and misconceptions conducive to the
prevalence and/or trivialization of psychological torture/CIDTP;

ANSWER 17: This would require education of the public. This is not being done by the media
in an extent to get the truth out there. It is being suppressed. However, if people want the
truth they can find it. They don’t want to know because then it would affect their lives. They
turn their attention away and deny that torture is happening. They don’t want to be tortured
too.

b) training/guidance tools which should be developed to improve or complement existing
knowledge, perceptions, policies and processes;

ANSWER 18: There are mavericks and activist on media who are telling the truth about DE
harassment and stalking and implantation and the Body Area Network. There are videos being
made to educate the public. There are rallies being held and a TI day established. Individuals
have to education themselves. It can be done but you have to care about your fellow human
beings. Otherwise, perceptions are basically operating according to plan for the torturers.

c) approaches to improve dialogue between science and law, developing and sharpening
standards with respect to identification and documentation of psychological
torture/CIDTP and, in turn, prevention, prosecution and adjudication;

ANSWER 19: Everyone who experiences DE and stalking torture needs to speak up. Some are
disabled by their torture or too aged to take part in education and prevention. The program is
designed to put an individual in survival mode. Everything they do in their day is to stay out of
pain or get enough food to eat or a place to sleep. People are being made homeless from this
program. The authorities do not care. They do not involve themselves in taking care of Targets
in any way. On the contrary, they poison them in shelters, implant them in hospitals, do
medical experiments on them, remove their organs or use them to get certificates and licenses
for doctors who need a victim to operate on, like a driving test, only they use a Target. This has
been proven to be a practice of Kaiser Permanente.

d) specificities regarding the rehabilitation and treatment of victims of psychological
torture/CIDTP.
ANSWER 20. No one is interested in Targets. No one helps us. No one cares. We are ousted from society and run off the planet. We are getting nowhere with rallies and attracting public attention. It seems so far off that anything will be done to help us. We are the tortured, silent, unseen, helpless victims of the New World Order program to eliminate us. We are the new Jews. We have websites to educate the public but it is taking too much time to actually think that justice will be served in our lifetimes.

Please see our document about the Body Area Network, “New Wireless Medical Healthcare Operated by Cell Phone Includes A Multitude of Implants” and its attachments which show the physical injuries from numerous people who have been tortured with directed energy.  https://www.citizensaht.org/press-release

I have numerous testimonies from all over the world that show that directed energy and stalking are being used across the board. There are many displaced people, nowhere to go. Let me know if you would like me to share any of these with you. There is one following which I was sent to give to you.

Thank you Mr. Melzer for your consideration of our thoughts and concerns. You may use any of our material on our website, including the picture above to represent the torture of directed energy.

Sincerely,

Skizit Powers and Neal Chevrier
Citizens Against Harmful Technology
From: Sh P <shabpeitsch@gmail.com>
Sunday, November 24, 2019 1:31 PM
To: CitizensAHT@protonmail.com <CitizensAHT@protonmail.com>

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Sh P <shabpeitsch@gmail.com>
Date: Monday, November 25, 2019
Subject: Submissions: CIDTP - CANADA
To: sr-torture@ohchr.org

Hello, I am contacting you on behalf of three Women who are disabled including myself as we have no voice in Canada and have been seeking help. Please feel free to contact me for further information or data as I am reaching out as there are no NGOs to contact relating to this.

1. Concepts, definitions and constitutive elements
   a) What type of conduct (including acts and/or omissions) should the notion of "psychological torture/CIDTP" be understood to comprise?

   **PSYCHOLOGICAL TORTURE (IN MY PERSONAL EXPERIENCE)**
   1. MIT attacks (man-in-the-middle) computer attack and hijacking of data including but not limited to; setting up sql servers, diverting browser query to foreign nation(s); installation of software, hijacking through IIS and placing all computer actions into multicast-global broadcast within 10-20 people logging into your computer. Non consent of collection of biometrics.

   Increasing the radiation level output of devices (laptops/mouse/phone/keyboard) to sting/cramp hands/eyes leaving bruises. Placing Threatening photos on vehicle(s), breakins of physical postal mailboxes taking tens of thousands of dollars in cheques, breaking into vehicle(s), breaking into residence (moving objects around), being shot with projectiles, shutting vehicle off when driving and flipping of locks, howling of GPS antenna., Nonsensical phone calls from anonymous numbers or numbers with no ability to trace, attempted theft of pets, theft of license plates on vehicles.

   Freezing phone calls, eaves dropping on calls, dropping medical calls, dropping calls to service providers/disconnects, using laser listening devices, being followed.

   Physical effects and impacts:
   Pain in ears, chronic ear infections, chronic pain, bone damage (clavicle) from ionizing and non ionizing radiation through electromagnetic frequencies. Continual pulses from frequencies, skull pain, nerve pain, pain in eyes, rfid tracking device in legs triggering causing bone pain and debilitating pain.

   Exhaustion from continuous bombarding of implants and frequencies.

   The combination of physical and psychological torment renders the victim virtually helpless, especially when not understanding the technologies that are impacting them.

2. Prevalence and State practice
   a) In Canada (where I am from) there are no NGOs I can locate to provide assistance in addressing or filing complaints regarding Violations of Conventions for persons with disabilities at provincial and federal levels. Data collection for Radio Spectrum violations regarding illegal emissions are never investigated at a provincial or federal level when a victim contacts, there is much confusion by government officers as to whom to contact regarding FCC violation investigations when harming the public.

   They state there are laws but they never apply them or investigate their violations when these frequencies ping off of towers and can be recorded.

   b) Discrimination occurs when there is a function impairment/cognitive partial decline due to frequency attacks or a communication issue or the victim discloses a partial medical condition. Implants emitting radio frequencies that were illegally placed lack verification and non removal. These are deemed as "punishments" based upon perceived conditions.

   c) It is my belief that Military contractors are carrying out crimes against Humanity in Canada and they are the perpetrators of above stated crimes. Canada has no checks and balances regarding contracts of
mercenaries/military contractors and their services to private citizens or industries, which places individuals in perpetual searches for help and in a state of victimizing. No criminological/prevention/investigation/redress or rehabilitation has been provided, the investigative process is non existent due to little or no rules.

C) As a common citizen of Canada, as a woman with physical disabilities lacking income; there are no options in order to investigate as tools in Canada for addressing these are only offered to persons who have financial ability and disposable income when advocating under the Charter. Existing Human Rights Commissions are backlogged by a number of years.

In other words, if you are poor Chart Rights/Human RIghts are not extended to you if you cannot afford legal counsel or can locate a public body that will assist in compiling or giving direction or assistance in investigation process.

If you are a woman, disabled and have meager resources you are marginalized, ignored and victimized by existing systems or lack thereof.

Thank you for your time, Please feel free to contact me, we are not sure whom else to reach out to.

Sincerely,
Ms Bobbi Peitsch
Phone: 1-431-373-5712